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A new, efficient and testwinning water purification technology
a short introduction
The filter material was originally developed to purify water contaminated with radioactive waste products
such as Cesium-137 (removed at a rate of 99,7%).
It also proved highly efficient against heavy metals and chemicals as well as bacteria and parasites.
Several practical products for various applications have now been developed. The unique material attracts
and captures nearly everything save the water and minerals. When the cartridge is filled with unwanted
substances, it indicates that it needs to be changed.

Four technologies in one
The material works in four ways: illustrated to the right is the stage
where only water molecules and minerals can fit through the spirals.
Medical waste products and other chemicals are effectively trapped
and can not be dumped into the water again even if an occasional
increase of water pressure should occur.

To the left an enhancement of the unique microspiral material is displayed. It consists of micropores with a spiral structure. The pores
of the standard filter used measures 0,05 - 0,1 µm. A bacteria like E.coli
measures around 2 µm and a parasite like Cryptosporidium 5-8 µm. This
makes it easy to understand why the microspiral material works as
an efficient barrier against these dangerous organisms.
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Types of filtration:
mechanical (shown above), sorption and
ion-change filtration.
To the right:
a) The material in the cartridge is positively
charged (+). It has a surface of 500 m2 /g and
all of the surface is active and is therefore
more than 20 times as efficient compared to
any other material.
b) This electric field of the polymer attracts
opposite charged viruses, bacteria etc .
c) Silver in the material suppresses growth of
microorganisms.
(The silver, just like the rest of the filter material,
is very stable and does not leak into the water)
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How do the microspiral filters conserve the healthy minerals?
Minerals (like calcium och magnesium) and trace substances exist in the water as very small particles. The largest of
the calcium particles (calcite) do not pass through the small, spiralformed pores of the filter material. These particles
has a tendency to form nephroliths (kidney stones) and inflict damage to internal tissues of kidneys and urinary tracts.
However, the smaller particles, aragonite crystals pass through the filter and are more easily assimilated by our body.
Below pictures of the difference between the crystals are displayed.

A hard water containing big calcium crystals (calcite) but after
filtration with microspiral filter the big crystals vanished and only
the healthier aragonite crystals remain in the drinking water.

The pictures to the left are from a double blind experiment
with two groups of Wistar rats that were drinking unfiltered
water resp. water filtered with microspiral filter. The left picture
shows deposits in urine and kidneys and the right shows
that the deposits ceased and the mineral assimilation
increased when the rats were fed filtered water.

Healthy water

Cartridge lid
Filter container

Depending on the hardness of the water before purification, the filter will
produce a water with just the right amount of minerals and trace substances.
The Microspiral cartridge (shown to the right) comes in three different standards,
which you choose from depending on the hardness of your water.
The cartridge indicates when it needs to be replaced and it is very easy to
change. Moreover, it allows minerals to remain in the water so that the balance
is just right for your body, as explained above.

Microspiral cartridge

Microspiral material
1000 times enlargement
extra layer of active carbon
dosage container for
calcium, magnesium, iod.

Increased capacity over time
Interesting to note is that the capacity of the cartridge due to the stability
of the material, actually increases over time, rather than decreases. Other
materials on the market, like carbon or ceramics, quickly deteriorates.

Bacteria and parasites - certification
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Microspiral filter material

The filter is certified and approved for combating bacteria and parasites in
A typical exclusive and expensive material
Cheapest filter (Carbon - manufactured in China)
some countries, meaning the water no longer needs to be boilt before
being consumed, if it has been filtered with the microspiral filter.
However, the combination with efficient UV-light technology is of great
advantage, when it comes to facilitating risk management and ISO-certification. There are several
different units with varying capacity. (Up to 19.000 liters/hour). A new feature is a special security
circuit that automatically shuts the flow if one of the UV-lights stops working.

Microspiral filter - the solution
If you need a filter that removes unwanted substances from the water but conserves the healthy
minerals, this new patented technology is the solution. One of the most extensive tests has been
conducted by the Pasteur Research Institute, which now recommends the microspiral filter for
usage in schools and hospitals as well as in domestic environments, due to the impressive outcome
of mentioned tests.

Test reports - heavy metals
(microspiral filter porosity 0,05-0,1 µm)
Below are some examples of tests made in Sweden by accredited laboratories
with references to these tests. The tests were performed after a daily use of the filters in
households for up to eight months.

Lead Pb
0,00043 mg/l
Before filter
<0,000050 mg/l After filter

130312 Ref 25
130312 Ref 26

36 µg/l
0,060 µg/l

Before filter
After filter

130130 Ref 27 (not acceptable as drinking water - limit 10µg/l)
130130 Ref 28

Before filter
After filter

130130 Ref 29
130130 Ref 30

Chrome Cr
0,34 µg/l
<0,05 µg/l
Nickel Ni
160 µg/l
3,5 µg/l

Before filter 130130 Ref 31 (not acceptable as drinking water - limit 10µg/l)
After filter
130130 Ref 32

Uranium U
0,015 mg/l
0,00056 mg/l

Before filter
After filter

130312 Ref 33 (not acceptable as drinking water - limit 15µg/l)
130312 Ref 34

0,060 mg/l
0,00017mg/l

Before filter
After filter

130403 Ref 35 (not acceptable)
130403 Ref 36

0,030 mg/l
0,00050 mg/l

Before filter
After filter

111215 Ref 37 (not acceptable)
111215 Ref 38

Microbiological tests
The filter is efficient against nearly all contaminants and can remove the following substances,
among many others, up to the stated percentages depending on initial water quality:
aluminium 90%, lead 99%, copper 97%, cesium-137 99,7%, cadmium 90%, iron 95%, chlorine
100%, bacteria 99,9%, pesticides 98%, petrochemicals 88%, uranium 99,4%, bisphenol 99%.
Below we present a part of a very extensive comparison between the microspiral filter and other
popular techniques. One of the most extensive tests has been conducted by the Pasteur Research
Institute, which now recommends the microspiral filter for usage in schools and hospitals as well as
in domestic environments, due to the impressive outcome of mentioned tests.

